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Ques.A. Indicate your choice by copying the COMPLETE Answer phrase in your Answer sheet.

I. In dyadic communication, we arc interacting:

(1X30=30)

A. within ourselves B. one to one C. one to a few others D. one to many others

2. Voyeurism is an element of television reality shows. The term refers to

A. peering into lives of others

C. manipulating conflict situations

3. Which of these is a message

B. asking people to eat bugs

D. exploiting greediness

A. a letter B. a facial expression C. shaking hand D. all of these

4. Which of the following is not an essential element of human communication?

A. people B. channels C. noise D. negativism

5. Channels of communication include

A.ABC, NBC B. Sight C. Sound D. Both sight and sound

6. When a message generated by one culture needs to be processed by a member of another culture, the interactants are

communicating

A. interculturally B. internationally C. intraculturally D. interethnically

7. People displaying ethnocentric tendencies might go out of their way to maintain distance from people who are

A. like them B. unlike them C. angry at them D. chasing them

8. Cultural relativism is

A. the same as ethnocentrism B. a part of ethnocentrism

D. not related to ethnocentrismC. opposite of ethnocentrism

9. The US national slogan E Pluribus Unum reflects

A. one out of many

C. assimilating subcultures

B. submerging cultural differences

D. all of these

A. most

10. The United States is now the demographically diverse country in the world.

C. newestB. least D. none of these

11. Perception is the process of

A. selecting, organizing, and interpreting sensory data B. becoming one with the world "out there"

C. developing a view of the world that is identical with other people's views D. all of these

12. During the perception process, we

A. are passive

C. do not select, organize, or evaluate

B. absorb stimuli as a sponge absorbs

D. none of these

13. Our past experiences provide us with expectations. These expectations are sometimes called

A. Johari windows B. perceptual sets C. self concepts D. models of communication

14. We tend to expose ourselves to

A. stimuli that contradict our existing attitudes, beliefs, and values

B. stimuli that reaffirm our existing attitudes, beliefs, and values

C. all stimuli in our immediate environment D. all of these

15. We tend to see what we want to see and hear what we want to hear. This is a result of

A. selective exposure B. absorbing stimuli as a sponge absorbs liquid
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C. "closing the Johari window" D. all of these

16. "A unified system of symbols that permits a sharing of meaning" describes

A. words B. the triangle of meaning C. language D. the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis

17. The "triangle of meaning" was developed by

A. Ogden and Richards B. Sapir and Whorf c. S. I. Hayakawa D. Lewis Carroll

18. The "triangle of meaning" shows that

A. there is a direct relationship between words and things

B. there is no direct relationship between words and things

C. there can be a direct relationship between words and things if communication is effective

D. figure and ground are often ambiguous

19. Which of the following statements about words is not true?

A. Words continually change meaning.

C. No one else will respond to a word exactly as you do.

20. Denotation refers to

B. The word is the thing.

D. A word is a symbol.

A. the triangle of meaning B. dictionary meaning C. personal meaning D. extensional meaning

21. Who said, "He that has eyes to see and ears to hear may convince himself that no mortal can keep a secret"?

A. Ralph Waldo Emerson B. Edward Hall C. Albert Mehrabian D. Sigmund Freud

22. According to theorists such as Mehrabian, Knapp, and Birdwhistell, approximately how much of a normal two-person

conversation is communicated non verbally?

A. 20 percent B. 35 percent C. 55 percent D. 65 percent

23. All of the kinds of human responses not expressed in words are called

A. paralanguage B. nonverbal communication C. kinesics D. proxemics

24. When there is an incongruity between verbal and nonverbal messages, you would probably benefit by

A. ignoring both sets of messages

C. paying greater attention to the nonverbal message

25. Kinesics is a term for

B. paying greater attention to the verbal message

D. paying equal attention to both sets of messages

A. body type B. body language C. vocal cues D. distances we keep between ourselves and others

26. On the average, about how much of our communicative time is spent listening?

A. 15 percent B. 16-30 percent C. 45-50 percent D. 75 percent

27. Most people would estimate that they listen at about 75 percent efficiency; that is, they retain about 75 percent of what is

said. In fact, according to research, this estimate is

A. remarkably accurate

C. slightly optimistic: Most people retain 50-60 percent.

D. a reversal of the truth: Most people lose 75 percent of what is said.

B. an understatement: Most people retain nearly 100 percent.

28. Deborah Tannen holds that for men, listening to directions

A. implies inferiority B. is such a frequent experience that they often ask for directions unnecessarily

C. is a way to make other people feel important and needed

29. Unlike hearing, listening

A. is automatic

D. none of these

C. is a deliberate process

30. Which term implies that we are giving something back to someone?

B. requires no conscious effort

D.is both automatic and a deliberate pr

A. message chain B. feedback C. "unlistening" D. "ear power"
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Ques.B. Write T for True & F for False next to the sr. no. of the question. (0.5 X 30 =15)

1. Communication can help us initiate, develop, control, and sustain our contacts with others.

2. Communication is the deliberate or accidental transfer of meaning.

3. A message is the content of a communication act.

4. A distracting odor is an example of noise.

S. An effect of communication would more likely be emotional than intellectual or physical.

6. According to the text, an American can give feedback more directly to another American than to someone from Japan.

7. Once set, listening goals should not be changed.

8. Feedback increases communication time.

9. A completer is a listener who typically listens for, and points out, the errors of the speaker in order to diminish hislher

cffecti veness.

10. When giving formative feedback, the speaker who prefaces comments with statements such as "In my opinion" or "It

seems to me" avoids eliciting defensiveness on the part of the receiver of the feedback.

11. Some research indicates that over time husbands and wives begin to look more alike.

12. The person who initiates touch is usually the one with higher status.

13. Habitual pitch is always unpleasant to listen to.

14. Visual dominance is calculated by comparing the percentages of looking while speaking with the percentages of looking

while listening.

15. One possible reason that men have more ulcers than women is that males are more likely to avoid displaying their

emotions.

16. If a concept is very important to a culture, there will probably be only a few words to describe it.

17. Disclaimers diminish a statement's importance.

18. Jargon is appropriate if the receiver is familiar with it.

19. Symbols and what they represent are independent of one another.

20. Benjamin Whorfbelieved that our words determine the reality that we are able to see.

21. In Paul Chance's experiments, prejudiced subjects thought that more people were Jewish than unprejudiced subjects did.

22. Our perceptual processes are personally based.

23. It is possible to perceive something in two ways at the same time.

24. If four people view the same event from the same vantage point, they may have four very different perceptions of this

event.

25. As we select, organize, and evaluate various stimuli, those stimuli that we focus on become "figure," and the rest becomes

ground.

26. Culture is the lens through which you view the world.

27. "I" may be most important in individualistic countries.

28. "We" may be most important in individualistic countries.

29. Ethnocentrism is the tendency to see your culture as superior.

30. Individual goals are stressed in collectivistic cultures.

Ques. C. Draw the diagram and discuss one of the two communication models from the prescribed textbook. (05)

Ques.D. Using (four) diagrams, discuss the (four) Interpersonal styles in terms of the Johari Window. How can we use our learnings

from the Johari Window to improve communication at the workplace. (10)

All the best




